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WeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re going on a lion hunt. Time to put on your safari hats, says a teacher before leading

her class on an exciting imaginary journey. Off they go! They slosh through mud, splish-splash

through rivers, swish through grass, and finally come face to face with a lion! Joe Mathieu brings the

lion hunt to life with delightful illustrations rendered in Prisma colors, dyes, pen, and ink that add to

this classroom fantasy based on a traditional game.
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My son loves this book. He likes the pictures. I do think the pages are a little thin. The first time we

read it he got excited and when he turned the page it ripped. Great Illustrations and now he wants to

read more we are going on a hunt. He reads these books at school too. They are a lot of fun. Worth

the money. My 2 year old is a fan, which makes me a fan!

Our little almost-three-year-old grandson loves wild animals and reading - so this delightful book is

perfect! As a former first grade teacher, I was looking for a version of this story that had the cute,



repetitive verse as well as illustrations that would keep our little guy entranced. This book has both!

He has the repetitive verse learned already and will often join in on the "reading" of each page. The

pictures on each page are SO CUTE! Even I enjoy looking at them! We often "splish-splash"

through the river, "snap-snap" through the sticks, "swish-swish" through the grass - right in the

comfort of our own living room! However, our FAVORITE page is when the children and their

teacher go into the dark cave. OOOO-OOOO!

This is a story that I didn't hear until high school (we went through the motions as an ice breaker at

the time). So many older kids still loved it at the time, so I ordered it for my nephews on the Kindle a

few years later. Ranging in ages from four to nine, all three of them love the repetition, the story,

and the motions we all do together. The youngest one demands to see all of the illustrations as I

read. Great story for the price, and, despite the repetition, this one doesn't sicken me as much as

other books when I'm asked to read it five times in a row by the munchkins.

Perfect Thanks

Great book to read with the kids. Very nicely illustrated and easy to read for early readers.

Great book for your little one with big imaginations!!! Hard cover w/ protective cover.

My preschool class love going on a bear hunt so when I pull out going on a lion hunt they were so

thrilled.

My kids love this book!!! Thanks for the adventure. All kids will enjoy reading or following along.

Great use of repetition.
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